You have shifted your strategy from boxing out your competitors to focusing on innovation as the primary driver of growth. You are not looking to be a market leader; you are looking to be the market maker.

Cisco Consulting Services have a powerful construct to help you realize this opportunity. It is called the Internet of Everything (IoE), and it is based on research that lays out the business value of intelligently connecting your people, processes, data, and things.

For more information about the value of IoE, visit the IoE Value Index Visualizer. To explore the research and insights from Cisco Consulting Services, view or download Capturing IoE Value AAG.

The Cisco Consulting Services IoE Practice will help you embrace the intelligent connection of people, process, data, and things. You will see quick wins and long-term opportunities to capture, and even create, new markets. Industry incumbents, challengers, and public entities committed to better serving their citizens can all benefit from IoE. Commit to an IoE vision, and you will:

- Create New Markets
- Improve Profitability
- Manage Risk
- Extend Global Reach
- Fuel Innovation
- Unlock Intelligence

Internet of Everything Consulting Services

Our services will equip you with the IoE-enabled strategies you need to realize your vision.

We will quantify the value at stake specific to your organization. Then we will help you with the strategies, roadmaps, detailed plans, and partnerships you need to make your projects effective, using these services:

- Executive Exchange
- Value Assessment
- Strategy & Plan
- Build & Manage

The Executive Exchange is a discovery session. We will discuss your goals, refine your priorities, and share our experience with industry case studies. We then offer the Value Assessment Service to benchmark your IoE capabilities against those of competitors and other entities with requirements similar to your own. With a complete view of your capabilities and gaps, we can create a comprehensive IoE strategy with extensive roadmaps. You will have access to consultants who can help you address specific initiatives such as cloud, analytics, and mobility. Cisco Consulting Services will work with your preferred business partners to build and manage your solutions.

The Cisco Consulting Services IoE Practice is ready to help you realize the art of the possible. Start your IoE journey today.

To learn more about our offerings and explore the Internet of Everything, contact Cisco Consulting Services.